Unique patterns for greens have been employed at the Bartlett Hills Country club (Chicago district) under the direction of Fred C. DeCardy, green-chairman. Twelve of the greens have been put in, using conventional designs such as hearts, spades, clubs, diamonds, etc. Members liked the "trick" layout idea so well that the other six greens at the club are to use it. The idea is not one that golf architects will endorse, due to the difficulty of making the greens look natural and conform to shot requirements, but it must be admitted it has interesting possibilities for restrained use.

“Tess” McArdle in New Management Job

FEBRUARY 6, at Winnetka, Ill., Miss Theresa McArdle, formerly New York manager for the Roseman Tractor Mower Co. became Mrs. John G. Schneberger. Jack and Tess are honeymooning in Cuba prior to her undertaking the maintenance work in a Chicago apartment. The young lady has a flock of friends in the golf business, all of whom wish her and her team-mate smooth transit along matrimonial fairways.